• Digital & Analog Electronics
• RF Systems
• Electromechanical Systems
• Micro-Power Circuitry
• Sensors
• Microbiology
• Virology
• Cell Biology
• Metamaterials
• Nanomaterials
• Lasers, Optics & Electro-Optics
• Acoustics & Ultrasonics
• Biometric Systems
• Non-Lethal Weapons
• MEMS
• Robotic Vehicle Evaluations
• Failure Analysis
• Rapid Prototyping
• Miniaturization Technologies
• Turbine Engine Tests &
Diagnostics
• Condition-Based Maintenance
• Flight Controls
• Gunship Controls & Simulation
• Automatic Test Systems
• Unmanned Aerial Vehicles

Applied Physics

W

ith a diverse staff and world-class
expertise, Southwest Research
Institute pushes the boundaries of
engineering and physics to create advanced
technologies and systems to meet our
clients’ challenging demands. New approaches
allow us to address persistent problems costeffectively. SwRI develops, builds, and evaluates
novel materials and systems for applications
ranging from human health, to energy, to
defense and law enforcement.
Our engineers provide critical upgrades to
modernize aerospace systems for military and
commercial aircraft, including a full spectrum
of turbine engine test technologies. To improve
reliability and supportability, SwRI uses
commercial off-the-shelf equipment to
upgrade existing facilities or develop new
designs. We have developed test cell, control

room, data acquisition, throttle control, load
system, data analysis, leak detection, diagnostic,
and condition-based maintenance tools. This
technology supports the T-53, T-55, T-700,
F-110, and TF-34 engines that power numerous
rotary and fixed-wing aircraft.
For more than a decade, our engineers
have been working in photonics, developing
optical systems for novel light-delivery
applications. SwRI engineers have developed a
non-lethal personnel deterrent system known
as the Long-Range Ocular Interrupter (LROI)
for the U.S. Navy. This system has an array of
visible lasers that projects a beam up to several
kilometers, to either warn or suppress potentially hostile targets. Using laser ranging
technology, LROI detects the distance to the
target and adjusts the beam size to create the
desired effect, while maintaining eye safety.
DM021581_4480

Recently, SwRI built an inexpensive, Class IV carbon dioxide
laser using commercial components.The 100-watt custom
system can remotely heat inaccessible equipment or
samples to more than 500 degrees Fahrenheit at a
distance in excess of 10 meters.
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Both flash and continuous operating modes are
available. A removable high-sensitivity electronic
viewfinder scope can zoom in on a potential target,
providing distance and other critical system
information. LROI can be handheld or mounted in
a variety of configurations and operates for more
than an hour on a single battery pack.
In another application for defense or law
enforcement, our engineers worked with the
National Institute of Standards and Technology
(NIST) to set up the 2015 Raven’s Challenge, where
bomb squads train and compete in realistic threat
scenarios. SwRI and NIST built a training facility to
allow robot operators to test their skills and
compare the performance of different bomb
disposal robot designs.
DM021489_0176

Working with NIST, SwRI engineers designed
a bomb squad training suite to allow robot
operators to practice mobility, manipulation,
inspection, and search functions using various
bomb disposal robots.The facility allows
operators to compare different robot designs
and test their skills.

To support a foreign aircraft
maintenance depot, SwRI
designed and built an automated
test system to evaluate an
advanced engine control system
used on the F-15.

D021482_9611

For the energy distribution industry, SwRI
designed and built a laboratory rig to test high
voltage power lines under realistic operating
conditions. To understand how environmental
factors affect operations at different conditions, we
evaluate operating power lines under tension, at
high voltage, and at various temperatures, all while
controlling and measuring these parameters.

SwRI engineers produced a non-lethal laser dazzler for
the U.S. Navy to either warn or suppress adversarial
targets.The Long-Range Ocular Interrupter uses an array
of visible lasers to project an eye-safe beam up to several
kilometers, temporarily blinding a potential adversary.

SwRI’s microbiology laboratories help clients
evaluate and improve disinfectants, sterilants, and
biocides through a repertoire of standard and
customized methods using good laboratory practices.
In 2015, we evaluated various germicidal spray
products to Environmental Protection Agency
disinfectant standards. We demonstrated product
effectiveness against a broad spectrum of
microorganisms for general disinfection as well
as for specific hospital, fungal, and resistant
bacteria scenarios. l
Visit applied-physics.swri.org for more information
or contact Vice President Ken Bennett at (210) 522-5242
or kenneth.bennett@swri.org.
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